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Abstract 
 
The contribution of wind power plants to green and sustainable energy is increasing rapidly worldwide. 
More and more wind power plants in Germany “go offshore”. Some German construction companies 
go offshore, too. Their involvement in the offshore energy sector is to do normal civil engineering work 
like piling down the fundament tubes. But economical and ecological reasons demand a new method, 
which takes into account rough soil conditions and the unbearable acoustic impact on marine 
mammals. This new method is a vertical shaft drilling method and will be brought into the offshore 
energy market by the German companies Hochtief and Herrenknecht. 
 
Introduction – European Background 
 
In spring 2010, European and international climate experts at PwC, the Potsdam Institute for Climate 
Impact Research and the International Institute for Applied System Analysis published 100% 
Renewable Electricity – A roadmap to 2050 for Europe and North Africa. The report examined the 
potential for powering Europe and North Africa with renewable electricity exclusively by 2050. It set out 
a serious of financial, market, infrastructure and government policy steps that would need to occur if 
such a ‚what if’ vision was to be achieved [1]. 
 
The European Wind Energy Association (EWEA) published in its latest reports, see also table 1:  
 
Till 29 November 2011 over 141 gigawatts (GW) of offshore wind energy capacity is built, under 
construction, consented, or planned in Europe: enough to power 130 million average EU households. 
These wind farms - representing 35 times more capacity than the just under 4 GW installed today - 
would provide 13.1% of Europe's total electricity production.  
 
EWEA has been analysing all existing offshore wind power projects in 17 EU member states, mostly in 
north-western Europe. New offshore wind farms with a capacity of 5.6 GW are currently under 
construction in the UK, Germany and Belgium. It estimates that offshore wind energy offers the growth 
and jobs that Europe desperately needs.169,000 jobs in the EU offshore wind energy sector are 
expected to be created by 2020, going up to 300,000 by 2030, according to the EWEA report.  
 
The wind energy sector’s contribution to GDP  
till 2020 will have increased almost three-fold.  
If the industry were a Member State, it would  
rank 19th in 2020 in terms of its contribution  
to EU GDP, above Slovakia and just below  
Hungary, and the number of jobs will go up  
by over 200% to reach 520,000 by then, says  
the report. 
 
European companies are currently global  
leaders, with over 99% of the world's installed  
offshore capacity in European waters. Areas  
for growth in offshore wind energy include  
turbine and turbine component manu- 
facturing as well as substructures, vessels,  
electrical infrastructure including high voltage  
subsea cables, and ports.   
 
However, the new report warns that if the       Table 1: Offshore wind power generators in Europe 
offshore wind energy sector's potential is to           (online, under construction, consented, planned)  
be fulfilled in Europe, it is imperative that  
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Ziel der Bundesregierung ist es, den Anteil erneuer-

barer Energien an der Stromerversorgung bis 2010

auf m indestens 12,5 % (eine Verdoppelung gegenü-

ber dem Jahr 2000) und bis 2020 auf m indestens

20 % zu erhöhen. Das Bundesum weltm inisterium

hält es sogar für möglich, einen Anteil von rund 25 %

zu erre ichen . Bezogen auf den Pri m ärenerg ie-

verbrauch soll der Anteil der erneuerbaren Energien

im Jahr 2020 m indestens 10 % und im Jahr 2050

m indestens 50 % betragen. 

Die W indenergie w ird dabei zukünftig m it einem

Sch werpunkt be i der N utzung von Offshore-

W indenergie einen stetig wachsenden Beitrag lei-
sten. Bis 2030 soll der Anteil der W indenergie an der

Stromerzeugung von jetzt rund 5 % auf m indestens

25 % (onshore: 10 %, offshore: 15 %) steigen. Dabei
sind offshore 20.000 bis 25.000 M W installierter

Leistung bis 2030 möglich. Der dann mögliche jähr-

liche Stromertrag w ird auf 85 bis 100 TWh geschätzt
und entspräche dam it ca 15 % des Stromverbrauchs

in Deutschland im Bezugsjahr 1998.

Nachdem b isher nur Einzelan lagen ins Meer in
unm ittelbarer Nähe zur Küste gesetzt wurden, wer-

den ab 2008/9  die ersten W indparks in Nord- und

Ostsee entstehen. M it Inkrafttreten des Infrastruktur-

p lanungsbesch leun igungsgesetzes wurden d ie
Netzbetreiber verpflichtet, für alle Offshore-Anlagen,
m it deren Errichtung bis zum 31. Dezember 2011

begonnen w ird, die Netzanbindung sicherzustellen.
M it Ablauf dieser Frist könnten Offshore-W indparks

m it einer Leistung von etwa 1.500 M W installiert und

die Produktionskapazitäten so ausgeweitet worden

sein, dass ab 2011 jährlich ein regelmäß iger Zu-

wachs auf hohem N iveau möglich sein sollte. A m

Ende des Jahres 2020 könnten bei Zugrundelegung

konservativer Annahmen etwa 7.000 bis 10.000 M W

Offshore-Leistung installiert sein. Verhalten optim i-
stische Szenarien gehen von bis zu 12.000 M W aus.
Darüber hinaus hält die Bundesregierung an ihrem

Langfristziel von bis zu 25.000 M W bis 2030 fest.

The Federal Government is aim ing to increase the
proportion of power generated from renewab le
energies to at least 12.5 % by 2010 (double the level
of the year 2000) and to at least 20 % by 2020. The
German Environment M inistry is rather more opti-
m istic, and believes that a level of 25 % is achieva-
ble. It is envisaged that renewable energies w ill
account for at least 10 % of primary energy con-
sumption by the year 2020, and at least 50 % by
2050. 

In future, the contribution made by w ind power is
expected to rise continuously, primarily thanks to the
use of offshore w ind power. By 2030, the proportion
of electricity generation from w ind power is to be
increased from its current level of around 5 % to at
least 25 % (onshore: 10 %, offshore: 15 %). An instal-
led offshore output of between 20,000 and 25,000
M W is possible by the year 2030. The potential annu-
al electricity yield from offshore w ind farms is esti-
mated at 85 to 100 TWh, accounting for approxima-
tely 15 % of Germany’s electricity consumption in
the reference year 1998.

Whereas to date, there have only been a few isolated
offshore plants situated in the im mediate vicinity of
the coast, from 2008/9 the first w ind farms are due to
be built in the North and Baltic Seas. The entry into
force of the Infrastructure Planning Acceleration Act
obligated grid operators to ensure grid connection
for all offshore plants for which construction has
com menced prior to 31 December 2011. By that date,
offshore w ind farms w ith an output of  around 1,500
M W could be installed, and production capacity
should have expanded sufficiently to enable high
levels of regular annual growth from 2011 onwards.
By the end of 2020, conservative forecasts predict an
installed offshore output of between 7,000 and
10,000 M W, while cautiously optim istic scenarios
predict an installed output of up to 12,000 M W. The
German Government is also abiding by its long-term
target of up to 25,000 M W by 2030.
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W indGuard).
Forecasted expansion of offshore w ind power use. Cautiously optim istic expansion (according to Deutsche
W indGuard).

sufficient levels of financing are brought in by 
investors. Also crucial are the financing and building of offshore power grids in the northern and Baltic 
seas, which would enable huge amounts of electricity to be transported to consumers. For the industry 
itself, there is a risk of a high-voltage subsea cable shortage in the next few years which has to be 
addressed urgently, says the report, as well as a possible shortage of trained workers.  "The offshore 
wind energy sector can replicate the success of the onshore wind technology development, which is 
now a mainstream source of power competitive with new coal and gas plants, and a major European 
industry", said Zervos. "However, to ensure this happens, EU-decision-makers need to set ambitious 
renewable energy targets beyond 2020, invest more in research and develop offshore grid". 
  
 
Future Development and Status in Germany 
 
“We are becoming more and more aware of the climate  
change that we humans have caused. At the same time,  
we are worried about the security of our energy supply.  
For this reason, we must make our energy supply viable 
for the future and place greater emphasis on energy  
efficiency and renewable energies. 
 
Therefore, with the Renewable Energy Sources Act the  
Federal Government is pursuing the goal of generating  
at least 12.5 % of Germany's electricity needs from  
renewables by 2010, and at least 20 % by 2020. 
 
To achieve this goal, the enormous potential of offshore  
wind power generation must be tapped. The aim is to  
construct offshore wind parks with a total capacity of  
20,000 - 25,000 megawatt in the North and Baltic Seas  
by 2030. These can cover around 15 % of Germany's  
electricity needs. 
          Fig. 1: Offshore wind power  
This would give rise to a highly innovative branch of     development in Germany [4] 
industry, which would create jobs especially in the coastal  
federal Länder. It would also enable us to reduce Germany's  
dependence on energy imports and keep electricity prices under control. 
 
I am convinced that offshore wind energy will thus become a major pillar of energy supply in the 21st 
century”, see figure 1. These words are given by S. Gabriel, former German Environment Minister [4]. 
 
The political statement and possible wishes are underpinned by the actual status and the detailed 
prognosis for the offshore wind power development as described in table 2 respectively figure 2 [2]. 
 

Installed 
 

No of WEA Power 

[MW] 

Total Germany 55 215,3 

     North Sea 33 164,5 
     Baltic Sea 22 50,8 

 
under 
construction 

ca. 140 700 

Planned 
 

 up to 
40.000 

 
Table 2: Status in Germany April 2012 [2]           Fig. 2: Forcasted expansion of offshore wind power  
                 Generators (WEA) – cautiously optimistic ex- 
                 pansion according to Deutsche WindGuard [5] 
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22 Netzintegration Integration into the national grid 23

Netze untereinander verbinden, transportiert. Der
wachsende Stromhandel über Ländergrenzen hin-
weg sow ie die steigende W indstromeinspeisung
führen daher heute i m m er häufiger zu N etz-
engpässen zw ischen den Staaten. 

Gerade die Einspeisung großer Mengen an Strom
aus Offshore-W indenergieanlagen w ird erheblichen
E influss auf d ie Le istungsflüsse i m U CTE-
Verbundnetz haben. Vor dem Hintergrund aktueller
A usbauszenarien für d ie O n- und Offshore-
W indenergie in den einzelnen EU-M itgliedstaaten
hat der Verband der europäischen Netzbetreiber
(ETSO) zusam men m it der UCTE und den nationalen
Übertragungsnetzbetreibern Anfang 2006 die Arbeit
an der European W ind Integration Study (EWIS) auf-
genom men. Die auf zweieinhalb Jahre angelegte
EWIS-Studie untersucht technische und regulatori-
sche Fragestellungen, die m it der Netzintegration
von erneuerbaren Energ ien , vor a lle m der
W indenergie, bis zum Jahr 2015 im Zusam menhang
stehen. Das Ziel der Studie ist es, kurzfristig die von
den Übertragungsnetzbetreibern erkannten Schw ie-
rigkeiten bei der Netzintegration der W indenergie zu
lösen und langfristig ein europaweit abgestim mtes
Konzept zu entw ickeln.

the national grids. As a result, the more w idespread
trading of electricity across national borders and the
escalating infeed of w ind power are leading to ever
more frequent grid bottlenecks between countries. 

In particular, the infeed of large quantities of electri-
city from offshore w ind farms w ill have a major
influence on power flows in the UCTE interconnec-
ted grid. Prompted by current expansion scenarios
for onshore and offshore w ind power in the indivi-
dual EU Member States, the European Transm ission
System Operators association (ETSO) in collabora-
tion w ith the UCTE and the national transm ission
system operators began working on the European
W ind Integration Study (EWIS) in early 2006. The
EWIS study, which is scheduled to run for two-and-
a-half years, w ill exam ine technical and regulatory
issues associated w ith the integration of renewable
energies, particularly w ind power, into the grid bet-
ween now and 2015.  The aim of the study is to find
a short-term solution to the problems identified by
the transm ission system operators of integrating
w ind power into the grid, and in the longer term , to
develop a coordinated European-w ide concept.

A us ze itlichen Gründen konnten neben de m
Netzausbau in der dena-Netzstudie Teil 1 keine wei-
teren technisch innovativen Lösungen zur Integra-
tion des W indstro ms und zur Begrenzung des
Netzausbaus untersucht werden . M it der dena-
Netzstudie Teil 2 soll die Integration erneuerbarer
Energien, insbesondere der W indenergie, in das
deutsche Höchstspannungsnetz bis zu einem Anteil
von 30 % untersucht werden. Von besonderer Be-
deutung sind dabei auch Leitungstemperaturmoni-
toring, Hochtemperaturleiterseile, Erzeugungs- und
E inspe ise m anage m ent, Last m anage m ent und
bereits heute verfügbare Speichertechnologien, z.B.
Druckluftspeicherkraftwerke.

D ie Integration großer Mengen an W indenerg ie
erlangt auch auf europäischer Ebene im mer mehr
Bedeutung. Das liegt zum einen daran, dass das
deutsche Stromnetz Teil des europaweiten UCTE-
Verbundnetzes ist; zum anderen werden auch in
anderen EU-M itgliedstaaten im mer mehr W indener-
gieanlagen installiert. A ls Folge können sich w ind-
energiebedingte Leistungsflüsse über die Staaten-
grenzen hinweg ergeben. Vor der Liberalisierung der
Strom märkte in Europa wurde aber nur wen ig
Leistung über die Kuppelstellen, die die nationalen

Part 1 of the dena grid study did not investigate
apart from grid expansion any other technically
innovative solutions for the integration of w ind
power or for lim iting grid expansion. Part 2 of the
dena grid study w ill exam ine the integration of rene-
wab le energ ies, particu larly w ind po wer, into
Germany's extra-high voltage grid up to a level of
30 %. Special regard must be put among others on
temperature monitoring of overhead lines, high-
temperature conductors, generation and supp ly
management, load management, and currently avai-
lable storage technologies such as compressed air
energy storage (CAES) plants.

The integration of large quantities of w ind power is
also gaining significance at European level. This is
partly due to the fact that the German power grid is
part of the European-w ide UCTE grid, and partly
because more and more w ind turbines are being
installed in other EU Member States. In consequen-
ce, an increase of power flows caused by w ind ener-
gy wh ich transcend nationa l borders is noted .
However, prior to the liberalisation of the European
electricity markets, only small amounts of power
were transported via the interconnectors which link

Kumulierte Investitionskosten für den Netzausbau zur Integration 
der W indenergie an Land und auf See gemäß dem ambitionierten 
Ausbauszenario der dena-Netzstudie

Cumulative investment costs for grid extension in order to integrate 
onshore and offshore w ind power according to the ambitioned 
development scenarios of the dena grid study
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The priority of offshore wind power generation is clearly described in figure 3, as it compares on- and 
offshore power generation till the year 2030. Whereas onshore wind power remains stable at a high 
level, offshore wind energy increases rather rapidly [5]. 

      
   Fig. 3: Accumulated on- and offshore capacity [6] 
 
Connection to Grid 
 
In future a significant proportion of Germany’s wind energy will come from offshore wind farms in the 
North Sea, see figure 4, and the Baltic Sea. These farms have to be connected to the land-based 
power grid. According to the dena Grid Study II [5] different electric connections, including cluster 
connections, see figure 5, have to be taken into account.  
 

 
 
Fig. 4: Wind farm       Fig. 5: Connection of  
        wind farms to 
        to the land grid 
 
To connect the wind farms to the land grid, 
by 2020 marine cables extending to a total 
length of about 1,550 km are needed,  
resulting in annual costs of 340 million €. The 
cumulative cost are given in figure 6 [3]. 
 
Fig. 6: Cumulative investments for grid extension 
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18 Raumordnung in der Nord- und Ostsee Regional planning of the North and Baltic Seas 19

M it de m A usbau der Offshore-W indenerg ie
erwe itert sich der Kre is der N utzungen des
Meeres. Einen Ausgleich zw ischen den verschie-
denen N utzungen (Sch ifffahrt, F ischere i,
Energiegew innung, Verteidigung etc.) strebt die
Raumordnung an. 
Der G esetzgeber hat de m Bundesa m t für
Seeschifffahrt und Hydrographie (BSH) im Jahr
2004 d ie M ög lichke it e ingeräu m t, auch d ie
Ausschließ liche W irtschaftszone (AWZ) raumord-
nerisch zu gesta lten; erste Ergebn isse d ieser
Raumordnung werden im Jahr 2007 erwartet.
E inze lne Eckpunkte d ieser Raumordnung sind
jedoch bere its gerege lt: Das Bundesu m we lt-
m inisterium hat bereits im Mai 2004 insgesamt
acht FFH-Vorschlagsgebiete und zwei Vogelschutz-
gebiete in Nord- und Ostsee an die Europäische
Kom m ission in Brüssel gemeldet. Im Herbst 2005
hat das Bundesum we ltm in isterium d ie be iden
ersten Gebiete („Pom mersche Bucht“ und „ Östli-
che Deutsche Bucht “) förm lich unter Schutz
gestellt. 
Parallel hierzu hat das BSH auf Grundlage der
Seeanlagenverordnung im Dezember 2005 drei
E ignungsgeb iete für d ie Offshore-W indenerg ie
ausgew iesen („ Nördlich Borkum “ in der Nordsee,
„Kriegers Flak“ und „ Westlich Adlergrund“ in der
Ostsee). Diese Gebiete bilden – auch neben den
internationa len Sch ifffahrtsrouten – e ine der
Grundlagen für die Raumordnung in der AWZ, die
dadurch auch eine Steuerung des Ausbaus der
Offshore-W indenerg ie in naturschutzfach lich
unbedenkliche F lächen h ine in bew irken w ird ,
indem sie praktisch zu einem Ausschluss von
W indenergieanlagen in den Schutzgebieten führt.

The expansion of offshore w ind power w ill mean
an increase in the range of uses of the ocean. The
aim of regional planning is to reconcile the various
different types of use (shipping, fishing, energy
extraction, defence etc.). 
In 2004, the Federal Maritime and Hydrographic
Agency (BSH) was granted the opportunity to
practise reg iona l p lann ing in the Exclusive
Econom ic Zone (EEZ); the initial results of this
regional planning are anticipated during 2007, alt-
hough some of the cornerstones have already
been regulated. Back in May 2004, the German
Environment M inistry reported to the European
Com m ission in Brussels w ith a total of eight pro-
posed sites under the Habitats Directive and two
bird sanctuaries in the North and Baltic Seas. In
the autumn of 2005, the German Environment
M in istry form a lly p laced the first t wo areas
(“Pom mersche Bucht” and “ Östliche Deutsche
Bucht”) under protection. 
Parallel to this, on the basis of the Offshore
Installations Ordinance, in December 2005 the BSH
designated three areas as being suitable for offs-
hore w ind power (“ Nördlich Borkum ” in the North
Sea and “ Kriegers F lak ”  and “ Westlich
Adlergrund” in the Baltic Sea). A longside interna-
tional shipping channels, these areas represent an
important basis for regional planning in the EEZ,
and w ill therefore help to steer the expansion of
offshore w ind power into areas that are conside-
red unproblematic from a nature conservation
viewpoint, by essentially excluding the construc-
tion of w ind farms in protected areas.

Regional planning of the North and Baltic SeasRaumordnung in der Nord- und Ostsee
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The further expansion of wind energy in Germany 
will reduce relative regional fluctuations and a  
higher availability of the Germany-wide electricity 
feed-in from wind energy will be reached.  
 
In accordance to table 1 it is clear that Germany 
is just one of the many “European wind farmers”.  
Therefore it is reasonable to connect these wind  
farms with a so called supergrid in Europe and,  
thus, opens the electricity market within Europe. 
 
The “friends of the supergrid” [7] are much 
emphasising such a grid to balance regional  
shortages and/or overproduction of electric  
energy. This project includes all kind of     
renewable energy and could include in a later   Fig. 7: The European supergrid Phase 1 
phase also North Africa.  
 
 
Involvement of Hochtief as a Civil Engineering Company 
 
Under the motto “Civil Engineering and Marine Works” the internationally active building company 
Hochtief is very much engaged in offshore wind power plants. By this Hochtief offers normal civil 
engineering know-how and work in soil investigation, piling of tubes as tower fundaments, marine 
logistics, but also comes up as a ship owner. This is “competence far from the coast”, as one of the 
advertising papers is describing this new business segment [10]. 
 
Figure 8 is showing that the spectrum of engagement covers all topics as described earlier. Even 
laying see cables is a new work of this – old and settled - civil engineering company [10]. 
 

 
 
           Fig. 8: Involvement of Hochtief as a civil engineering company at high seas [10] 
 
The offshore market is booming. In mid-2012 the first jack-up vessel will be launched for implementing 
large-scale wind farms: far away from the coasts, in deep waters and operating big turbines. From 
2012 more than 800 wind power plants will be installed each year in Europe, and 80% of these will be 
set up more than 50 kilometres from the coast. The majority of the projects are to built in water depths 
from 35 to 50 meters. Because the power of the turbines becomes bigger and bigger (more than 6.5 
MW) the foundation structures of the wind generator towers have to be adequately strong. 

              

HOCHTIEF Offshore Services

HOCHTIEF Offshore Services combines the 

service experience and knowledge of facility 

management and the offshore know-how of 

HOCHTIEF Solutions. This approach enables 

us to expand our portfolio for optimizing the 

economic life cycle of offshore wind farms. 

To sustainably preserve the value and efficiency 

of wind power plants, a tailor-made mainten-

ance strategy is required, which combines 

logistic, constructional and service interval-

dependent measures in an early project phase. 

We provide our clients with a continuous 

description of the condition of plant compo-

nents, enabling the necessary maintenance 

to be planned and hence downtimes to be 

minimized.

We also offer structured maintenance con-

cepts with regular inspection and repair rou-

tines, for example for foundation structures, 

substations and sea cables.

Own ship for inspection and maintenance

We plan to take over the entire logistics of the mainten-

ance and repair of wind turbines using our own spe-

cially developed service ship. This enables a crew of 30 

persons, including the ship’s personnel, to efficiently 

carry out work on the high seas from this ship for up to 

14 days. Its specially developed personnel transfer sys-

tem enables personnel to be safely transferred to the 

wind energy plant or the transformer station. A crane 

with an automatic wave monitoring system lifts loads 

from the ship directly onto the maintenance platform. 

The available deck space provides room for transport-

ing material. Workshop facilities for storing spare parts 

also enable unforeseeable repairs to be directly carried 

out in the wind farm. 

Thanks to a diving robot and a sonar for underwater 

documentation, our working ship is also suitable for 

exploration operations. The results of the maintenance, 

inspection and repair services are electronically pro-

cessed and can be transferred to the respective wind 

farm management system via adaptable interfaces.

Maintenance of wind energy plants 

Operation – Maintenance – Consulting 

Foundations Substations Wind turbines Sea cables

28  |  29 
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Driving Innovation

Offshore foundation drilling

For anchoring the steel structures of off-

shore wind power plants, large hydraulic 

ram hammers have been used to drive the 

anchoring piles of the structures into the 

sea bed. However, the modern ram tech-

nology generates harmful sound waves, 

which particularly affect harbour porpoises. 

In order to securely comply with the result-

ing threshold values for noise emissions, 

HOCHTIEF’s branches Civil Engineering 

and Marine Works and Civil Engineering 

and Tunneling are cooperating with Herren-

knecht AG in developing an innovative drill-

ing concept, which considerably reduces 

noise pollution and at the same time opens 

up new technical opportunities. The so-called 

Offshore Foundation Drilling (OFD) is based 

on the principle of a vertical shaft drill and is 

intended to enable economic and at the same 

time environmentally-friendly constructed 

offshore foundations in the future. With 

OFD piles up to eight metres in diameter 

can be installed. This makes monopile 

foundations technically possible where 

today tripod or jacket structures are 

planned. 

Gravitas Offshore foundations

The UK’s major programme for sustainable, reliable, 

energy generation with low carbon dioxide emissions is 

a driving force for the generation of offshore renewables. 

For the extensions of the programme phases Round 2 

and Round 3 in deeper waters, a new reliable approach 

is needed for offshore wind turbine foundations. Further-

more, for optimum foundation selection the variables of 

water depth, turbine size and wind farm location condi-

tions are decisive. As the water depth and turbine size 

increase, the use of steel structures becomes more limit-

ed as an economically viable option. GRAVITAS Off-

shore provides the optimal solution to face up to these 

challenges: it is buoyant, requires no specialist onshore 

or offshore marine equipment to construct, lift or install 

and requires minimal seabed preparation.

GRAVITAS Offshore is a partnership between HOCHTIEF 

Solutions, Costain and Arup. It is founded on long-term 

relationships from previous projects and provides first-

class expertise for use in the growing energy markets. 

OFD®: The drill head bores through sea bed 

Controlled deployment of a GRAVITAS foundation
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Offshore Foundation Drilling

 
With the offshore jack-up platform Odin, HOCHTIEF has had its own specialized equipment available 
since 2004. In 2010, the jack-up vessel Thor was added. From the beginning, HOCHTIEF Solutions 
has assembled its own offshore crew, from deckhands to captains. Since 2010, HOCHTIEF Offshore 
Crewing GmbH has been responsible for recruiting. In partnership with IG BAU, the pioneering 
company has introduced its own in-house collective agreement for its crew. “Our crew has many years 
of experience and expertise in services for wind power plants at sea and offers a sound level of 
education and training. In addition to professional qualifications, it is qualified to carry out any crew 
change by helicopter or to provide medical care or fire fighting services”. 
 
Out on the open sea near Borkum Hochtief was involved in the installation of the first German offshore 
wind farm Alpha Ventus. It completed the soil investigation and built the transformer station and half of 
the twelve foundations with its own jack-up platform ODIN, see figure 9. 
 
In Öresund, seven kilometres off the Swedish coast near Malmö, Hochtief manufactured and 
transported 48 heavy weight foundations, see figure 10. 
 
In the Bard Offshore 1 field Hochtief piled down the so called tri-piles with its own heavy lift platform 
Thor, see figure 11.  
 

    
 
Fig. 9: Farm Alpha Ventus   Fig. 10: Lillgrund close to Malmö       Fig. 11: Thor at Bard Offshore 1 
 
Hochtief Offshore Solutions offers a tailor-made maintenance strategy for wind power plants. This 
combines logistic, constructional and service measures in an early project phase, includes also regular 
inspection and repair routines, for example for foundation structures, substations and sea cables.   
 
 
Offshore Foundation Drilling (FOD) by Herrenknecht  
 
Up to now Herrenknecht was one – or is now - of the world leaders in horizontal drilling techniques. All 
over the world big tunnel projects for railways, underground trains, express highways, water flow etc. 
have been built by Herrenknecht. The last development in drilling started with the so called vertical 
shaft machine technique by which numerous shafts for underground stations, parking towers, water 
distribution and inspection [11].  
   
“In partnership with Herrenknecht AG, HOCHTIEF Solutions has developed 
a more efficient and, most of all, more environmentally friendly way  
of emplacing wind turbine foundations.” So far the citation of Hochtief. 
 
By this technique, called offshore foundation drilling, foundation structures 
for wind turbines are anchored to the sea floor by a drilling process. This  
method is highly adaptable, thus, offshore foundation drilling opens up  
various other technical  options, such as drilling pile diameters bigger than  
the six meters that mark the limit for conventional pile driving.  
 

Offshore Wind Energy

Competence far from the coast

We are deliberately investing our knowledge 

and know-how of sophisticated and complex 

processes in new business segments. For 

instance, we are putting our competencies 

to good use in the market for offshore wind 

energy and accordingly expanding our port-

folio. We are supervising your projects on the 

high seas, where we participate in exploiting 

forward-looking energy sources and laying 

the foundation for developing environmentally-

compatible offshore technologies. We are 

developing solution models for your project 

on the basis of our life cycle approach.

Trend-setting: Lillgrund, Amrumbank and 
alpha ventus

Out on the open sea near Borkum in the test field for 

the first German offshore wind farm alpha ventus we 

first of all completed soil investigations for placing the 

foundations, before we were then awarded the contract 

for building the transformer station together with two 

partners. Our client DOTI – a consortium of the energy 

suppliers EWE, E.ON and Vattenfall – also chartered 

the HOCHTIEF jack-up platform Odin for anchoring six 

of the twelve foundations for the wind energy plants. 

In Öresund, seven kilometres off the Swedish coast near 

Malmö the wind farm Lillgrund was built with 48 wind 

energy plants. A real challenge was presented by the 

heavyweight foundation, which we were responsible for 

together with our partner: we manufactured 1,400 tonnes 

of heavy concrete components on pontoons in Poland 

and transported these to Öresund. There they were 

precisely lowered by a special crane into their exact 

position onto the gravel bed we had prepared.

Approval has been given for the construction of two off-

shore wind farms on the shallows of Amrumbank, 35 

kilometres north of Helgoland – Amrumbank West and 

Northsea East. To use the wind energy as efficiently as 

possible, precise measurements have to be made prior 

to the wind farm itself being constructed. In its capacity 

as leader of a joint venture, HOCHTIEF Solutions Civil 

Engineering and Marine Works was awarded the con-

tract for design, technical processing, construction and 

maintenance of a met mast.

Offshore wind farm “alpha ventus”

Offshore wind farm “Lillgrund” in Öresund
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Our Jack-Up Platforms Odin and Thor

Steady in rough seas 

If you want to venture where the wind is 

strongest and the sea is rough, you not only 

need many years of experience and special 

know-how but also robust and reliable equip-

ment. Years ago we already established the 

basis for secure foundations in water with our 

jack-up platform Odin. With our jack-up plat-

form Thor we have been considerably expand-

ing the possible deployment radius for wind 

farms since May 2010. This jack-up platform 

bearing the name of the Norse God of Thunder 

has legs 82-metre-long, enabling it to operate 

in waters up to 50 metres deep. 

The enormous payload of 3,300 tonnes and 

its large surface area means the new jack-up 

platform can deliver optimum operating effi-

ciency. HOCHTIEF is planning to use Thor as a 

self-powered jack-up platform by fitting it with 

its own engine.

Thor errichtet Windenergieanlagen in der NordseeJack-up platform Odin in “alpha ventus” wind farm
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Thor sets up wind energy plants in the North Sea
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3. OFFSHORE FOUNDATION DRILLING (OFD®).
VORTEILE - ALLGEMEIN.

Geotechnik
Alle Geologien möglich.

Bis in große Wassertiefen.

Flexibilität
Durchmesser-Bandbreite

Einsatzbedingungen

Ressourcen
Große Fundamentstrukturen können auf den 
Betriebsfall ausgelegt werden

Verschlankung der Strukturen

Habitat
Extrem geringe Schallemissionen

Schonung von Meeressäugern

Herrenknecht started a feasibility study from 2007 – 09 together with the Technical University 
Hamburg-Harburg TUHH) and the Institute for Applied Physics (ITAP), Oldenburg [12]. The study 
concerned the technical stability of the foundation, its economical feasibility - and the noise reduction.  
 
The next step forward took place with Hochtief to develop the  
complete concept, especially with respect to the detailed drilling 
procedure and necessary ship support. In 2012 an electricity  
company (EnBW) joined the consortium. A prototype of the  
offshore drilling machine has been installed, tests have been  
made for certification. Additional scientific guidance and  
monitoring has been agreed upon. 
 
This new drilling device offers the possibility to bring down huge 
foundations, where the normal piling method fails. And it can  
successfully work also in gravel and clay sea beds. 
 
But the most ecological and future oriented advantage of this 
technique is its noise reduction of the foundation process to a 
very low sound pressure level. 
 
The resulting underwater noise pressure of normal piling  
processes can seriously harm marine fauna, especially harbour  
porpoises – not only in the German North Sea and Baltic Sea. 

                       Fig. 12: Sea bed and animals 
The advantages of the offshore foundation drilling method are  
obvious. Huge foundation from 4 to 7 m in diameter - and possibly more - can be brought to the sea 
bed as they are used for monopole wind power towers. The new system on the other hand and with 
another drilling device can drill also smaller tube foundations e.g. for tri-piles or tri-pods, which have 
diameters of 2 - 3 m, as figures 13 and 14 show. 

 
	  

	  
	  
Fig. 13: Large Scale drilling Technique (OFD-LD) Fig. 14: Small Scale Drilling Device (OFD-SD) 
 for monopole foundation      for dissolved structures 
 
 
Ecological Impact and Sound Reduction     
 
The greatest problem connected with the foundation of wind power towers is the great noise 
impact onto the sea mammals, especially porpoises. The sound pressure reaches values of up to 
190 dB in a distance of 750 m from the piling process. Due to German law as published by the 
German Federal Water Authority (BSH) only 160 dB are allowed in that distance. So, each of the 
German wind power generators have been built “out of law”. 
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3. OFFSHORE FOUNDATION DRILLING (OFD®).
AKTUELLER STAND.

Großbohrtechnik (OFD-LD) für Monopile-
Gründungen

Durchmesser 4-7m

Kleinbohrtechnik (OFD-SD) für aufgelöste 
Strukturen

Durchmesser 2-3m
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As this is a specific German issue, there are currently no effective measures for the reduction of 
impact noise that might be integrated into complex installation logistics. In other European 
countries, where large numbers of offshore wind farms have already been built, the relevant 
licensing authorities simply require applicants to ensure that sea mammals are kept temporarily 
at a distance. Using sonar buoys – so-called pingers – acoustic signals are emitted before the 
installation of the foundation, ensuring that sea mammals are kept at bay. Whale watchers then 
monitor the area around the construction project and provide feedback on the effectiveness of the 
pingers. Mory reover, during the piling process, a “soft start” ensures that fish and porpoises are 
kept at a distance from the project area. 
 
Huge efforts have to be done to reduce the noise. At the very first installation Fino 3 a cylindrical 
curtain of air bubbles has been installed – with relative poor results, see figure 15. Another trial to 
reduce the piling noise is shown in figure 16. A huge (hand sewn) cylindrical bubble curtain is 
pulled around the piling hammer and foundation [13]. The proud information as given on the 
advertising paper talks about 50% noise reduction. This sounds quite a lot, only half of the noise. 
But as the sound is measured in a logarithmic scale one half is only a reduction of just 3 dB. So, 
from e.g. 180 dB the value goes slightly down to 177 dB, which seems to be really nothing. 
 

       
 
Fig. 15: Air bubbles around platform Fino 3  Fig. 16: Air bubble curtain around pile [13] 
 
A research programme for the evaluation of systems for the reduction of piling noise (ESRA) [3] is 
planned to be launched in cooperation with eight builders of German offshore wind farms. The 
purpose is to protect porpoises during the building phase and thus to ensure the unhindered 
construction of offshore wind farms. On 17th May 2011, eight builders and operators of German 
offshore wind farms have concluded this joint venture agreement under the umbrella of the German 
Offshore Wind Foundation. The aim is to research and develop the efficiency of various noise 
reduction methods in the construction of offshore wind farms. 
 
One special feature of this project is the inclusion of the greatest possible number of German offshore 
planners and operators to make the benefits accessible to the entire German offshore industry. Having 
analysed the readings, the joint venture partners will provide all project partners with the final report, 
which will include their recommendations for each of the technologies. This will also benefit licensing 
authorities and manufacturers of noise protection systems. Numerous workshops will be held, 
explaining the results and discussing the further procedure. 
 
Herrenknecht in co-operation with Hochtief will have the “best cards” with its new offshore foundation 
drilling technique. Figure 17 shows the different sound measures according to the different methods or 
law respectively. The data are taken or calculated for a distance of 750 m. The thick red bar describes 
the continuous sound level during piling, the value is between 165 and 175 dB. The blue line 
represents the value of 160 dB as fixed by BSH. Far below, namely more than 40 dB, lies the value of 
noise as generated by the new offshore foundation drilling method of Herrenknecht. – The description 
is in German language: Schalldruckpegel – sound level, Dauerschall – continuous sound, Grenzwert – 
limit of measures, Bohren – drilling, Rammen – piling, Schalldruck [Pa] (logarithmisch – sound 
pressure [Pa] (logarithmic), Unterschreitung – sound pressure difference below blue level. 
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Fig. 17: Sound level measures OFD (green) – BSH-value (blue) – piling (red) 

 
 
Summary 
 
Offshore wind power is one of the strong green energies of the future in Germany. Foundation works 
for the wind power generators, marine logistics service, laying down sea cables and building onshore 
cable networks are new, very interesting and future oriented work fields of the German companies 
Hochtief and Herrenknect as members of the civil engineering world. 
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Figures 8, 9, 10, 11 have the copy right of Hochtief, figures 12, 13, 14, 17 that of Herrenknecht.  
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Bohren Rammen

3. OFFSHORE FOUNDATION DRILLING (OFD®).
VORTEILE - SCHALLSCHUTZ.
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Errichtung von Offshore-Windenergieanlagen.


